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Abstract
A novel operator is presented which is suitable for object detection in images. The
operator creates a so called area map of an image. Each element in this area map
is calculated by evaluating an indicator function which computes the size of image
areas according to predefined and problem specific properties. In general, results are
approximate, so further refinement and verification is necessary for a reliable outcome
of object detection. In this work the area map approach is categorized in relation
to classical image processing algorithms and the difference to other approaches is
pointed out. Two specific area maps, the DecAMap (decrementing area map) and the
IncAMap (incrementing area map) are used to illustrate the principle of operation on
an example of indentation detection in Vickers hardness testing images.
Keywords: AreaMap operator, object detection, Vickers hardness testing

1: Introduction
Detecting objects in images is a very important task in computer vision. This
field has therefore been studied in depth since the beginning and a huge number
of excellent algorithms have been developed (for example [2, 3]). Many approaches
are generic and can be used on different problem classes, but to achieve reliable
results in challenging real world applications it is often necessary to develop methods
that are specifically tailored to the problem case. In some domains such algorithms
outperform the human vision system in the quality and speed of object detection.
Such a domain is usually a controlled environment with only slight variations in
the process parameters. If process parameters are exposed to heavy variations the
detection capabilities of current algorithms are often far behind the performance of
human vision, for example when images or image series show extreme variations in
illumination conditions, object and/or background textures, contrast or noise.
An application that suffers from heavy variations in process parameters is Vicker
hardness testing [1] where a pyramidal indenter is forced into a surface. The resulting micro-indentation is examined through a microscope to determine the indentation
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vertices for the calculation of the Vickers hardness value of the workpiece. A computer
vision system that replicates the measurement process has to deal with a number of
challenges. Brightness and contrast of an indentation image is strongly influenced
by the configuration of the optical system, the control of the illumination unit and
the applied magnification factor of the microscope. Material properties, surface defects and the mechanical treatment of the workpiece have a great influence on kind
and uniformity of background and indentation texture. In addition, the size of the
indentation is unknown and its location and rotation depends on the carefulness of
the test setup and the repeat accuracy of the test equipment.
For such images the common approach of classifying regions with regard to the
similarity of properties like brightness (i.e. [7, 16, 5, 13]), color or texture (i.e. [9])
frequently fails. But also the identification of region boundaries by looking at high
property variations (i.e. [17, 12, 11, 6, 8]) does not give universally reliable results.
Here one problem amongst others is to select unique parameters for an algorithm such
that results are correct for all indentation images. See Fig. 1 for selected example
images.

Figure 1: Examples of Vickers hardness testing images.
The challenges of Vickers hardness indentation images are addressed by an novel
approach presented in this paper. In this approach the size of the area of image pixels
that fulfill certain properties according to a start pixel is computed. Repeating this
procedure using each image pixel as start pixel in turn creates an area map. This area
map can be inspected for promising object positions and the actual presents of objects
can be determined from additional factors. The procedure does not imply machine
learning techniques and is thus deterministic in its results and only dependent on the
assessed properties of the problem.
The area map and its creating AreaMap operator is defined in detail in Section 2.
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The generic definition is complemented by examples of concrete implementations of
simple image properties. Furthermore, the parent class of operators of the AreaMap
operator is analyzed to become aware of how the AreaMap operator is embedded
therein and which other commonly used algorithms are also part or the same family
of operators. This idea is extended in Section 2.2 where the difference of the AreaMap
operator to other classes of object detecting algorithms is investigated. A detailed
example of the application of the AreaMap operator to Vickers hardness testing
images is given in Section 3. The selection criteria for operator parameters are given,
the effect of the operator on the images is shown and performance enhancements are
considered. Additional steps necessary to finish object identification are discussed
and the achieved results are presented. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2: AreaMap operator
2.1: Definition and classification
The AreaMap operator A : I → T is a pixel-wise image transformation operation.
It transforms an input image I into its area map representation T
T := A(I)

(1)

where I and T can be of any size. For a nicer illustration of the operator but without
loss of generality it is subsequently assumed that the image and its transformation
are of the same size, i.e. Ix max = Tx max and Iy max = Ty max . The AreaMap operator
is then defined as
X
A := T (m) =
χ(I, m, p) ∀m ∈ I
(2)
p∈I

where m and p are pixel coordinates (in the image as well as in the area map) and
χ(I, m, p) is an indicator function. The operator therefore counts the number of pixel
positions p that fulfill the constraints of the indicator function χ relative to the pixel
of interest m.
For a concrete problem case the indicator function χ has to be specified individually
to best represent major properties of the objects in the image in relation to its
embedding context (χproperty ). Section 3 shows examples of such property indicator
functions and how they are used to identify indentations in Vickers hardness testing
images. The two indicator functions used are

0
0
1, if neighbor(p, p ) and I(p) ≤ I(p )
0
and χDecAM ap (I, m, p ) = 1,
χDecAM ap (I, m, p) :=
(3)

0, otherwise
and

0
0
1, if neighbor(p, p ) and I(p) ≥ I(p )
and χIncAM ap (I, m, p0 ) = 1,
χIncAM ap (I, m, p) :=

0, otherwise

(4)
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where neighbor(p, p0 ) indicate that pixel p and p0 are (4-)connected neighbors and
I(p) is the value of the pixel p in the image I. The above function χDecAM ap shows
the property that a pixel p is connected to the start pixel m through a sequence of
pixels with decreasing values. Similarly, the function χIncAM ap indicates a sequence
of increasing pixel values on a arbitrary path from m to p.
The AreaMap operator is embedded in a broader class of operators S for pixel-wise
image transformation that apply weighting functions f (I, m, p) instead of indicator
functions
X
S := T (m) =
f (I, m, p) ∀m ∈ I
(5)
p∈I

The function f is said to have local scope if its value is zero for all pixels outside of
an -neighborhood of m, otherwise it is of global scope. This class of operators is
very common in image processing and its various implementations form the basis for
many well known algorithms. Some examples shall illustrate this claim.
Thresholding [14] is a simple concept which can be given with a weighting function
(
I(m), if p = m and I(m) ≥ threshold,
f (I, m, p) :=
(6)
0,
otherwise
in the above introduced notation. It has a strictly local scope with an -neighborhood
of only one pixel. Another simple concept is (non-normalized) Gauss smoothing [10]
for which the weighting function is
f (I, m, p) := I(p)e−

||m−p||2
σ2

(7)

with a potential global scope. Because the values of the exponential part are very
low for distances of p and m reasonable bigger than σ they are often ignored outside
of a small neighborhood around m practically giving a local scope. The last example
for a weighting function with local scope is the simple horizontal gradient (i.e. to
detect vertical edges)


if px − mx = 1 and py = my ,
I(p),
(8)
f (I, m, p) := −I(p), if px − mx = −1, and py = my


0,
otherwise
which is computed from the the horizontally adjacent neighbor pixels of pixel m.
An example of a weighting function with global scope can be found in the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) [4] if its weighting function is written as
f (I, m, p) := I(p)e−2πim(p/size(I))

(9)

where size(I) denotes the size of the image.
Some other algorithms that fall into the operator class S perform (simple) forms
of sharpening, affine transformation or SUSAN [15] transformation, amongst others.
The AreaMap approach is different to all examples mentioned above in that it counts
the number of pixels identified by the indicator function whereas the actual pixel
values do not appear in the results but are only considered in the indicator function.
4
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2.2: Delimitation from other object detection algorithms
Active Contours [3] are a common approach for object detection in images. This
technique copes well with noisy images and images with low contrast. It optimizes an
energy function in an iterative way which can get stuck in a local minimum instead of
the best global minimum if the start condition is not carefully selected. The energy
function is usually defined in terms of image gradients, pixel value distributions and
contour curvatures and the result of the process is a (single) closed curve. In contrast
to Active Contours the AreaMap utilizes an indicator function that counts occurrences of properties and which produces a map of the frequency of these properties
relative to each pixel. Although the results from an AreaMap need further interpretation the map provides all possible solutions simultaneously and independent of
start conditions of affine object transformations.
Watershed [2], another often used approach for segmentation and object detection
applies region growing till the regions touch each other in which case a so called dam
is built that segments the image. The region growing is commonly based on the
brightness value of images pixels or their gradients. Additional processing is required
to identify objects from Watershed lines and regions. The region growing approach
of the Watershed algorithms is somehow comparable to the indicator function of
AreaMap. The difference is that the indicator function of an AreaMap crosses the
boundaries of Watershed regions and therefor evaluates properties on overlapping
image regions. Region boundaries do not exist in AreaMaps so they are not part of
object identification post processing. The results for individual positions in the map
are more stable due to the area of the indicator function usually being bigger than
the Watershed regions.
Thresholding [14] is a binarization technique that can serve as a simple form of
object detection if objects and background are well distinct by their brightness values.
The threshold level is thereby globally assigned or in case of Adaptive Thresholding
locally calculated. Unlike Thresholding the AreaMap does not require a level or
other parameters to be set. Furthermore, the indicator function of an AreaMap is
individually designed and gives much greater flexibility in what image properties can
be considered for object detection. Thresholding is susceptible to noise in the image
because it processes pixels individually whereas AreaMaps are robust to noise due to
the balancing effect of the map areas.

3: Customizing AreaMap for Vickers indentation images
The above defined AreaMap operator has been successfully used to identify indentations in Vickers hardness indentation images. This section describes the algorithm
and its details used for this specific problem case. The map operator and the applied
indicator functions are given as well as performance optimizations, the selection criteria for the most likely indentation position and final steps necessary for complete
indentation identification.
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3.1: Indentation image properties
Fig. 1 in the introduction section shows selected examples of Vickers indentation
images. The diamond shape of the indentation is the result of forcing a pyramidal
indenter into the surface of a workpiece [1]. The first image in the upper row is a
very nice indentation image in that the indentation is utilizing almost all the image,
the indentation is very dark, the background is reasonably bright and indentation as
well as background are more or less homogeneous. The second image in the first row
shows little contrast of the indentation compared to the background. The indentation
has a very bright center, a varying brightness trend and is heavily blurred due to the
optics of the imaging system. Damages in the surface extending from the indentation
vertices are also visible which hide the exact position of some of the vertices. The
third image is from a workpiece with a very rough surface. The holes and cracks are
so strong that they are even visible within the indentation, hiding parts of its edges.
The second row shows a different type of inhomogeneous surface in the first image as
well as a surface defect in the second image that is as big and nearly the same shape
as the indentation but of much better contrast. The last image has a very small
indentation which in comparison with the very first image of the examples gives a
good comprehension on the range of expected indentation sizes.
The example images are taken from two indentation images databases with 150
and 216 images, respectively [7]. All images are 8-bit gray scale with a resolution
of 1280 × 1024 pixels. The databases are assembled such that they show great variability in brightness, contrast and focus conditions, surface qualities, indentation
sizes, positions and orientations. All images are extracted from industrial production processes and no synthetic ones are used. The indentations have been analyzed
by different hardness testing experts to exactly identify indentation vertices. The
individual results have been averaged to establish a ground truth for each image.
The common properties of indentation images with respect to image processing requirements are difficult to identify. The shape of the indentation is known but its size
is not. Its edges can be concave or convex to a certain extent and surface artifacts can
significantly damage the appearance. The edges can also suffer from low contrast, be
heavily blurred and overlaid by groves in the surface. An interesting but not initially
obvious feature of indentation images is that the image is not uniquely blurred. The
focus of the imaging system is in faced targeting the surface of the workpiece and
thus the indentation is out of focus due to its three dimensional shape, the more the
closer it gets to the indentation center [9]. Image details are well recognizable on the
surface but they disappear in the indentation, creating a smooth brightness gradient
within the indentation in contrast to fluctuating and alternating gradients on the
outside. This observation is independent from the indentation center being brighter
or darker than the regions near the indentation edges as only the direction of the
gradient changes. In fact this is also true for completely black indentations but it is
in this case obviously not visible.
The size of regions that have smooth brightness gradients can easily be determined
using the AreaMap operator defined in Eq. 2. In fact, as the images are gray scale
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and have indentations with bright as well as dark indentation centers the special
forms of the AreaMap operator as defined in Eq. 3 and Eq. 4, the DecAMap and the
IncAMap operator, are applied to the indentation images. The indicator function
of the DecAMap operator identifies pixels that are connected through a sequence of
intermediate pixels with the start pixel. All involved pixels in the sequence have
a decreasing intensity value from the start pixel to the last pixel in the sequence.
By summing up the positive responses of the indicator function the area of pixels
that are connected to the start pixel on such decreasing paths is evaluated. As the
operator is applied to the whole image, selecting each image pixel as the start pixel
in turn, the area map is created that represents the computed area for each start
pixel as an intensity value of this pixel in the area map. The indicator function of the
IncAMap operator works in the same way except that it identifies pixels that have a
sequence of increasing intensity values from the start pixel. See Fig. 2 for examples
of indentation images (left) and their DecAMaps (middle) and IncAMaps (right).
The maps are additionally Log-transformed for this figure to increase the visibility,
otherwise they would be black almost everywhere. The best response in each map is
marked with a black circle.

Figure 2: Examples of images (left) with corresponding DecAMaps (middle) and
IncAMaps (right). Maps are Log-transformed for better visibility, best response is
marked with a circle.
The calculation of the basic forms of the DecAMap and the IncAMap can be
computational demanding because a pixel will usually participate in the counting of
a number of different start pixels. This is obvious from the fact that each intermediate
pixel in the above defined value decreasing or value increasing pixel sequences is by
itself a start pixel that utilizes the tail of the sequence in its counting. Starting from
such an intermediate pixel identifies an area that is a true subset of the area identified
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by the start pixel of the sequence and has therefor a smaller map value.
3.2: AreaMap performance optimization
In the evaluation of Vickers indentation images one is interested in the largest
possible spread of examined areas of smooth brightness trends only. Thus, it is enough
to calculate the biggest areas but it is not necessary to perform the calculation of
subsets of such areas. This very much increases the performance of the approach
and allows the computation time to be well bound. In an area of smooth brightness
trends the start pixel associated with this area shall not be at the borders of the area.
This is usually the case because this pixel is either the brightest or the darkest pixel
in this area and defines a “center” of the area. An exception to this observation exists
when the whole area has the same brightness value. In this case the associated start
pixel is arbitrary and depends on the order in which the image pixels are processed.
Computing the center of gravity information for such an area and associating it with
a start pixel is a suitable way to mimic the idea of a “center” of the area.
The algorithm to avoid performing the calculations on start pixels that are in the
area of another pixel works for the DecAMap operator as follows: The pixel with the
highest pixel value of the image (the brightest pixel) is selected and its DecAMap is
calculated and stored. Because it is the brightest pixel, it can not be part of the map
of another pixel and the resulting area is not a subset of any other. Any pixel in the
area, when taken as a start pixel, will, on the other hand, always create a map that is
a subset. Thus, these pixels can all be ignored. The processed and ignored pixels are
excluded from the image. From the remainder the brightest pixel is selected and the
procedure repeated until all pixels of an image are processed or ignored. The result
is a sparse representation of a DecAMap. The IncAMap is computed from the same
algorithm except that now the darkest pixel (the pixel with the lowest pixel value) is
selected in each step.
Prior to any processing the Vickers hardness indentation images are scaled down
by a factor of four through a simple averaging over each 4×4 pixel area. Experiments
have shown that this best cancels out sensor noise while just not affecting the detection capabilities for very small indentations. There is not prior knowledge associated
with the indentation images that declares if the indentation is expected to have a
bright or a dark center area. Therefor both sparse area maps, the DecAMap and the
IncAMap, are calculated for each image. The performance optimization described
above thereby cuts down the the number of AreaMap positions that need to be calculated by at least one magnitude. Fig. 3 is an example of a sparse representation
of a DecAMap (middle) and an IncAMap (right). The maps are additionally Logtransformed for this figure to increase the visibility otherwise they would be black
almost everywhere. The best response in each map is marked with a white circle.
The Vickers indentation images from the databases show two inconveniences mainly
caused by the optical system. The first is that some regions of the surface of the
workpiece can show up blurred, especially near the frame of the image. A test is
conducted that removes an area map entry if the average brightness of the area is
8
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Figure 3: Example of image (left) with corresponding sparse DecAMap (middle) and
sparse IncAMap (right). Maps are Log-transformed for better visibility, best response
is marked with a circle.
close to the median of the image (within 5% of the image brightness range) and if this
area shows only a small brightness variation (less than 3% of the image brightness
range). The second inconvenience is that the optical sensor can be overloaded at very
bright surface spots, which creates big homogeneous white areas with high AreaMap
responses. Such responses are also removed if at least 30% of the pixels of the map
area are white.
3.3: Indentation center determination
The results from the DecAMap and the IncAMap can not be used directly but
have to be analyzed to distinguish a few basic cases. This analysis utilizes additional
information like the brightness value of image points. The identified cases are given
below enriched with the description of typical indentation image representatives. The
following notations are used: I is an image with pixel values in the range [0, 1], MD
its DecAMap, MI its IncAMap, pd ∈ MD a point of the DecAMap, MD (pd ) its value,
pd max = arg max {MD (pd )} the point with the maximum value and I(pd ) the value
of the image pixel that corresponds to the point in the DecAMap. The symbols pi ,
MI (pi ), pi max and I(pi ) are used in the same way for the IncAMap.
The first case is that I(pd max ) is very dark compared to the image (I(pd max ) <
0.25·median(I)). That means that the start point of the best DecAMap entry has
low brightness, which is common for dark indentations with a slightly brighter center
point. Additionally, the condition can be relaxed (I(pd max ) < median(I)) for images
with highly structured surface texture (see the first image in the second row of Fig. 1),
which can be identified from median(I) < average(I). This first case is sensible to
artifacts in the indentation thus pd max shall not be used directly as an approximation
of the indentation center. A more stable approach is to calculate the center of gravity
of the area that is created from flood filling I from the start point pd max using the
absolute upper bound I(pd max ).
Case two is for dark indentations that are homogeneous and without a bright center
spot (see the first image in the first row of Fig. 1). Such indentations are not covered
by the first case because all DecAMap entries lie outside of the indentation and show
a high I(pd ). However, the map area of pd max is expected to cover the indentation.
9
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The indentation will show a strong IncAMap response but this can also be true for
other parts of the image because the IncAMap appears not to be as selective as the
DecAMap. Therefor, pi max is selected only from the entries of the IncAMap that are
covered by the area of the DecAMap of pd max . This second case is taken if I(pi max )
is very dark (I(pi max ) < 0.075) and the IncAMap area is bigger than the DecAMap
area (MI (pi max ) > MD (pd max )). Again, the same procedure of flood filling and
center of gravity calculation is used to approximate the indentation center. The start
point for flood filling is pi max and the absolute upper bound is 0.05 + I(pi max ), or
(median(I) + I(pi max )/2 if median(I) < average(I).
The third case avoids false positives if the indentations are very small (see the last
image in the second row of Fig. 1) and the DecAMap wrongly responds for surface
artifacts or distortions at the image frames. Very small indentations (MD (pd ) < 100)
are expected to be reasonably dark (the average pixel value of the DecAMap area shall
be below 0.5·median(I)). If this condition is violated the DecAMap entry MD (pd max )
is removed and the whole indentation center identification procedure restarts with
the modified DecAMap.
The last case addresses a pd max that is outside of the indentation. This is actually
not a new case but an undetected variation of the situation of case two. Although
pd max is not in the indentation it is expected to be very close to an indentation
edge as large portions of the indentation will lie within the area of the corresponding
DecAMap. Identical to the procedure in case two, the best pi max of all pi that are
covered by the area of the DecAMap of pd max can be determined. Prior to that a
border check is applied to I using pd max and pi max to verify the assumption of the
position of pd max . If the distance between pd max and pi max is too small (d = ||pd max −
pi max ||2 < 6) the test is not applicable and this case is skipped. Otherwise, the
border check compares selected pixel values of the image. Four equidistant positions
of interest (POIs) on a circle that is centered at pd max and that goes through pi max
are chosen. For each POI and at pd max a Gaussian smoothing is done on the image
(σ = 0.3(d/2 − 1) + 0.8). If the difference between the maximum and minimum
smoothed pixel values of the POIs is bigger than 0.5·smoothed(I(pd max )) or if the
maximum smoothed pixel values of the POIs is bigger than smoothed(I(pd max )) a
border condition is detected. On a border condition the average of the minimum
smoothed POI and smoothed(I(pd max )) is calculated and used as the absolute upper
bound for a flood filling that starts at pi max . Identical to the second case, the center
of gravity of the flood filled area is taken as the approximation of the indentation
center. Some indentations have no brightness difference to the surrounding surface
and therefor the border check may succeed but the flood filling does not and will
flood major parts of the image instead. A simple sanity check is to test if the filled
area is below half the image size and if not to mark the indentation image as not
processable.
If non of the above special cases apply, an indentation with a bright center and
weak edges is assumed (see the second image in the first and second row of Fig. 1). For
such a configuration the point pd max from the DecAMap is selected as the indentation
center.
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4: Experiments
The described indentation center determination has been applied to the two before
mentioned indentation image databases with 150 and 216 images. The achieved
results of AreaMap and a competitive algorithm (see below) can be seen in Fig 5
in an absolute pixel distance of the approximated center from the ground truth and
in Fig 6 in a position error relative to the size of the indentation. The size of the
indentation is thereby defined as the shortest distance of the ground truth center to
the edge of the indentation, in which case the approximated center is guaranteed to
be inside of the indentation if the relative error is below 100%. For one image (see
Fig. 4) the indentation center determination detected inappropriate conditions and
marked it as failed. This image has been excluded from the results.

Figure 4: Example of image (left) with failing center detection from DecAMap (middle) and IncAMap (right). Maps are Log-transformed for better visibility, best response is marked with a circle.
It is difficult to compare the proposed center estimation for Vickers hardness indentation images to other algorithms as these algorithms usually do not perform
indentation localization but assume a specific position and orientation of the indentation [8, 6, 11, 12, 13, 5, 16, 17]. The Three-Stage Multi-Resolution Template
Matching (3SMRTM) algorithm [7] is known to be one of the best performing Vickers
indentation vertex detection methods as it achieves excellent accuracy in the detection of indentation vertices and high processing speed. Furthermore, the first stage
of this algorithm performs a coarse indentation localization which is comparable to
the proposed approach.
Fig 5 and Fig 6 show that the proposed algorithm for indentation center estimation
is very accurate and achieves better results than the 3SMRTM algorithm. For a
significant number of images the absolute error of AreaMap is below five pixel and
only very few images have an error above 15 pixels. The 3SMRTM shows a much
broader error figure with a significant amount of images falling in the range of five to
20 pixels absolute center error. The relative error shows the same behavior although
with a slightly different distribution due to varying indentation sizes. For nearly all
images the relative error of AreaMap is below 15% with only few outliers, the worst
at 73% (not shown in the figure). Here again, the 3SMRTM tends towards higher
error values although the relative error is better bound at 15%.
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(a) Absolute center error for database I.
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Figure 5: Center error of AreaMap and coarse 3SMRTM for indentation image
databases I and II in absolute pixel distance.
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Figure 6: Center error of AreaMap and coarse 3SMRTM for indentation image
databases I and II relative to the distance of the correct center point to the indentation border.
The accuracy of the results of the proposed algorithm is limited by an systematic
error which has an impact of three pixel because all processing is done on scaled
down images but the up-scaled results are compared to the ground truth. Fig. 7
shows good detection results as well as some problematic ones (last column). All
problematic results lie inside the indentation but have a significant offset from the
indentation center. The center finding for the image in the upper right example of
Fig. 7 is disturbed by the unusual dark spot in the center of the indentation while
the lower right example of Fig. 7 is affected by small brightness fluctuations in the
indentation center.
For the experiments the AreaMap operators have been implemented in C++ while
the code that analyzes the maps and that calculates the results is written in Python.
The average runtime for a single indentation image can be seen in Table 1. It has been
measured on a notebook (1.6GHz CPU, 512MB RAM) running Linux. The runtime
is not constant for each image but depends on the image content which influences
the time it takes to build up the AreaMaps. The code has not been optimized for
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Figure 7: Examples of detected centers for good and problematic (last column) results.
speed yet but seems to have potential to significantly go below the already achieved
values. On the other hand, it is not certain if the noticeable runtime of the 3SMRTM
is beatable.
Table 1: Processing time (in seconds) for the image databases.
Image database
DB-I
DB-II

number of images
150
216

3SMRTM
0.31 sec
0.31 sec

AreaMap
1.39 sec
1.21 sec

5: Conclusion
The AreaMap operator, a novel approach to object detection, has been defined in
this work and its successful application to the problem of indentation detection in
Vickers hardness testing images has been shown. The AreaMap operator has been
identified as being an element of the class of sum operators which add up values of
a weighting function at selected pixel positions. A number of basic image processing
algorithms can be assigned to the same class but none of these algorithms applies
an indicator function as weighting function. This approach has been shown to also
significantly differ from other object detection algorithms so it opens the possibility
to focus on an alternative set of image properties not taken into account otherwise.
This can be seen in the application of the AreaMap operator to Vickers indentation
images. The problem specific indicator functions exploit simple but initially not
obvious image properties. The indentation detection is thereby not only position
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invariant but also invariant to rotation and size of the indentation. The excellent
accuracy achieved with the AreaMap operator on indentation detection in Vickers
hardness testing images and its robustness to all kinds of flaws qualifies the operator
as a pre-processing step for many Vickers indentation measurement approaches and
is expected to improve final vertex position results.
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